
   

Arozzi Arena Leggero Desk Pad  Arozzi, Sweden - 2022-11-23 
 
 
Arozzi Arena Leggero Desk Pad - Black 
SKU: ARENA-LEGG-PAD-BK, UPC: 0769498679555 
 
Arozzi Arena Leggero Desk Pad - Black/Red 
SKU: ARENA-LEGG-PAD-BKRD, UPC: 0769498679562 
 
 
 
 

Short text: 

The Arena Leggero Mousepad is a custom-made mousepad specifically designed to 

fit the Arozzi Leggero Arena Desk. With stitched edges the 3mm thick mousepad 

weighs in at an impressive 1.5kg (3.3lbs) covering the Arena Leggero Desk’s surface 

of 114×72 cm. 

- Water-Resistant 

- Machine-washable 

- Anti-Slip 

 

Long text: 

The Arena Leggero Mousepad is a custom-made mousepad specifically designed to 

fit the Arozzi Leggero Arena Desk. With stitched edges the 3mm thick mousepad 

weighs in at an impressive 1.5kg (3.3lbs) covering the Arena Leggero Desk’s surface 

of 114×72 cm. 

- Water-Resistant 

- Machine-washable 

- Anti-Slip 

- Custom fitted to the Arena Fratello Desk 

- 3 Cutouts that matches the Arena Fratello Desk perfectly 

 

  



   

Features 

Interchangeable 

Need a change of color, or did you throw your Arena Leggero Mousepad in the 

wash? Get an extra one to change it out whenever you feel the need for a change. 

Water-resistant 

Water rolls right off the mouse pad. This makes clean up much easier and keeps the 

mouse pad from getting dirty. 

Washable & Easy to Clean 

Want to clean your Arena Leggero Mousepad so it as good as new? Simply throw it 

in the washing machine at a low temperature with a light amount of mild detergent 

& air dry it to have it looking brand new. 

Microfiber & Anti-Slip 

The mousepad material is made of microfiber with a high tracking accuracy 

optimized for gaming demands. The anti-slip rubber underneath ensures that the 

mousepad stays in the same place perfectly fitting your Arena Leggero Desk. 

 

 

Specifications 

Size 114 x 72 cm / 44.9 x 28.35 inches 

Thickness 3 mm / 0.12 inches 

 

 

Dimensions 

Box Size 73 x 14 x 14 cm / 28.7 x 5.5 x 5.5 inches 

Gross Weight 2.5 kg / 5.5 lbs 

Net Weight 1.5 kg / 3.3 lbs 

 


